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GeneralDectric Company

175 Cunner Avenue. San Jase. CA 95125

June 22,1993 Docket No. STN 52-001

Chet Poslusny, Senior Project Manager
Standardization Project Directorate
Associate Directorate for Advanced Reactors

and License Renewal
Office of the Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Subject: Submittal Supporting Accelerate.i aBWR Schedule - Containment
Overpressure Protection System

Dear Chet:

Enclosed is a SSAR markup addressing Items 20,27 and 31 of our June 7-10,1993 meeting in
San Jose pertaining to containment overpressure protection system.

We intend to include these markups in Amendment 30 scheduled to be issued July 8,1993. In 1

order to meet this schedule, NRC acceptance is required by June 25,1993.

Sincerely,

N
JJck Fox
Advanced Reactor Programs

Bill Fitzsimmons (GE)ec:

Norman Fletcher (DOE)
Bernie Genetti(GE)
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TABLE 3.21 )

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4
Loca. Classi d

Assurance Seismic I
Principal Comnonent" Gau llen* fication Requirement' Catenorv Malu

T6 Atmospheric Control System ,

E1. Nitrogen Storage Tanks N O -----

E
| 2. Vaporizers and controls N O ------

3. Pipingincluding supports 2 C,SC B B I

and valves forming part
of containment boundary

B 13 CSCg/ Electrical modules with
---

; safety-related function
,

[p / Cables with safety related 3 C,SC,X -- B 1

1 function
!

'/ / Other piping and valves N SC,RZ.O - E ---

f T7 Drywell Cooling System
| !

f
1. M otors N C --- E -

'

'

E
| 2. Fans N C ---

'
i

f 3. Coils, cooling N C E ------

I 1 E| t 4. Other mechanical and N C,X -----

electrical modules

"Ill Flammibility Control System 2 SC B B I

'I9 Suppression PoolTemperature
| Monitoring System ,

|

B I1. Electrical modules with 3 C,X,SC ---

safety-related function RZ
|

B 1

f | 2. Cable with safety-related 3 C,X,SC --

function RZ
^

n 8tufparts a d y Sc cy, t'iktisf thcIvelsh((h fus/ replacvalves brywd t
dis}e vy to and wclud the
Second repu tuve disk

|

1 2-27 i
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Table 3,9-8 (Continued)

IN SERVICE TESTING SAFETY.RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

~ ~ T31 Atmospheric Control System Valves
. ,

Safety Code Vahe Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No. Qty Description th)(i) (a) (c) (d) (e) tr) (g) ;

;

F008 1 Containment atmosphere exhaust line 2 A 1.A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39(1) )

S RO
to SGTS (h2)

F009 1 Containment atmosphere exhaust line to 2 A I,A LP 2 yrs 6.2 39(1)
S RO

R/B HVAC (h2)
| F010 1 Drywell overpressure line valve (h2)

2 A P L,P 2 yrs 6.2-39(1)
S RO

F011 1 Containment atmosphere exhaust line 2 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2-39(1) ,

S RO
to SGTS (h2)

2 A I,A L,P 2 yrs 6.2-39(1)F025 1 N2 supply line from K 5 outboard cont-
S 3 mo

ainment isolation valve
F039 1 N2 supply line from K-5 outboard cont. 2 A !.A L,P 2 yrs 6.2-39(1)

S 3 mo
ainment isolation valve

F040 1 N2 supply line from K-5 to drywellinboard 2 A 1.A L,P 2 yrs 6.2 39(1)
S 3 mo

isolation valve
F041 1 N2 supply line from K 5 to wetwellinboard 2 A I,A LP 2 yrs 6.2-39(1)|

S 3mo
L isolation valve
| F044 8 Drywell/wetwell vacuum breaker valve 2 C A P RO 6.2 39(2)

R E3 ,

makeupf e/ 81 N2 supplyjine 6dev=rtest line valve
'

2 B P El 6.2-39(1)
_,

F0 f
F051 1 Containment atmosphere e haust line test 2 B P El 6.2-39(1)

line valve

f off @ 1 Drywell personnel air lock hatch test
2 B P El 6.2-39(2) |

!

hne valve

goS0 @ 1 N2 supply line from test line valve 2 B P El 6.2 39(1)
.

F056 1 Wetwell personnel air lock hatch test 2 B P El 6.2-39(2) i

|

line valve |
2 B P El 6.2 39(1)F700 1 N2 supply line to drywell FE upstream I

instrument line I2 B P El 6.2 39(1)
|

F701 1 N2 supply line to drywell FE downstream
|instrument line

| N2 supply line to wetwell FE upstream 2 B P El 6.2 39(1) |
- F702 1 1
s

instrumentline Ij 2 B P El 6.2-39(1)
|

F703 1 N2 supply line to wetwell FE downstream

!
instrument line

F720 8 DW/WW vacuum breaker valve N2 supply 2 A 1,P L RO 6.2 39(2)
'

line isolation valve
F730 1 Drywell pressure instrument line isolation 2 B P El 6.2 39(2)j

i

valve
2 A I,P L,P RO 6.2-39(2)

F731 1 Drywell pressure instrument line solenoid
i isolation valve

2 B P El 6.2-39(2)
F732 2 Drywell pressure instrument line valve
F733 2 Drywell pressure instrument line solenoid 2 A I,P L,P RO 6.2-39(2)

isolation valve
2 B P El 6.2-39(2)

F734 4 Drywell pressure instrument line for NBS

1 0 P El 6. 2-I'lld
paff vre fakbe, fof|nN V*MF03 7 I o ma,, a .. .. ,, ,, ,, ,,gggs,,. ,
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1 reactor pressure vessel to the main turbine and minimize the probability or consequences of an

f condenser system, penetrate the primary accidental pipe rupture. The quality -|
1

,
containment. The main steam drain lines connect requirements for these components ensure that

j the low points of the steam lines, penetrate the they are designed, fabricated, and tested to the

! primary containment and are routed to the highest quality standards of all reactor plant

j condenser hotwell. The RCIC turbine steamline components. The classification of components
,

!

; connects to the main steam line in the upper which comprise the reactor coolant pressure
drywell and penetrates the primary containment. boundary are designed in accordance with the i

'

I
: For these lines isolation is provided by ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section-

automatically actuated block valves, one inside !!!, Class 1.
i
i and one just outside the containment.

It is therefore concluded that the design of

6.2.43.2.1M RHR Shatdown Coeling use piping system which comprise the reactor coolant
j pressure boundary and penetrate containment
3

i Three RHR shutdown cooling lines connect to satisfies Criterion 55.
the reactor vessel and penetrate the primary

1
containment. Isolation is provided by two 6.2.4JM Evalsaties Agniast Criterien 56

;
automatically actuated block _ valves, one inside
and other outside the containment.

Criterion 56 requires that lines which
; penetrate the containment and communicate with'

; 6.2.4J.2.1M Reacter Water Clemmap System the containment interior must have two isolation
valves; one inside the containment, and one

Sectios uae CUy cvM outside, unless it can be demonstrated that the, g
j

akes its suction from the bottom } containment isolation provisions for a specificTh RWC
j head the RPV and from th R *B* shut class of lines are acceptable on some other.

j cooling suction line. The WCU ction e is basis. *

isolated by two automatic motor operated gate '
j valves on the inside and outside o theg ' Although a word for word comparison with;

containment. Should a break occur in the WC
Criterion 56 in some cases is not practical, it

{
i system, the check valves would prevent' backflow is possible to demonstrate adequate isolation

from the RPV and the isolation valves would provisions on some other defined basis.
j
; prevent forward flow from the RPV.-

| C.UW 6.2.4JM.1 Imasent uses t. Suppmelen

pumps, heat exchangers and filter Feet
g

j emineralizers are located outside the drywell.
Figure 6.2 33 identifies the isolation ;

1

i 6.2.4J.2.1J C=el==l= ea Criterin *J provisions in the lafluent lines to the
suppression pool.

j 1

In order to assure protection against the i

j consequences of accidents involving the release 6.2.4JM.1.1 HPCF and RHR Test and Pump I1

of radioactive material, pipes which form the Minimeen New Bypees uses
:

reactor coolant pressure bounday have been shown

bypass lines have isolation capabilities |
; The HPCF and RHR test and pump minimum flow
,

to provide adequate isolation capabilities on a
1 case by case basis. In all cases, a sileimum of

|
two barriers were shows to protect against the commensurate with the importance to safety of

release of radioactive materials. isolating these lines. Each line has a motor-
operated valve located outside the containment.

In addition to meeting the isolation Containment isolation requirements are met on
,

: requirements stated in Criterion 55, the the basis that the lines are low-pressure lines

pressure-retaining components which comprise the constructed to the same quality standards
reactor coolant pressure boundary are designed to commeasurate with their importance to safety.

-

1 meet other appropriate requirements which Furthermore, the consequences of a break ini
,

i

i
6.2 29

i Asnenement2
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.! these liics result in no significant safety con- 6.2AJ.2.2.2.1 RHR, RCIC and HPCF Unes

siderttion. All of the lines terminate below the '|
minimu'a drawdown level in the suppression pool. The RHR, RCIC, and HPCF suction lines

j contain motor-operated, remote manually actuated ,'

._

i The test return lines are also used for gate valves which provide assurance of isolating
supprevion pool return flow during other modes these lines in the event of a break. These .i

f of operation. In this manner, the number of valves also provide long term leakage control.
penetrations are reduced, thus minimizing the in addition, the suction piping from the

1

i potential pathways for radioactive material suppression pool must be available for long term ,

i

release. Typically, pump minimum flow bypass usage followieg a design basis LOCA, and, as"

i lines join the respective test return lines such, is designed to the quality standards

.

downstream of the test return isolation valve. commensurate with its importance to svfety. The
; The bypass lines are isolated by motor operated RHR discharge line fill system suction lines
; valves in series with a restricting orifice. have manual valves for operational purposes.

|
These systems are isolated from the containment

6.2AJ.2.2.1.2 RCIC Turbine Exhaust and Pump by the respective RHR pump suction valves from
Minimuss Flow Bypass uses suppression pool.

,

.

1 The RCIC turbine cxhaust line which 6.2AJ.2.2.2.2 SPCU Section une

penetrates the containment and discharges to the ,

suppression pool is equipped with a normally The SPCU system suction line has two j
'

open, motor operated, remote manually actuated isolation valves. However, because the i
f

- gate valve located as close to the containment as penetration is under water, both the isolation)

| possible. In addition, there is a simple check valves are located outside containment. The
valve upstream of the gate valve which provides first valve is located as close as possible to'

j positive actuation for immediate isolation in the the containment, and the second is located to
event of a break upstream of this valve. The provide adequate separation from the first.

.

| gate valve in the RCIC turbine exhaust is
; designed to be locked open in the control room 6.2AJ.2.2J ACS uses To Costalausset

j and is interlocked to preclude opening of the
j inlet steam valve to the turbine until the The atmospheric control system (ACS) has |

turbine exhaust valve is in its full open both influent and effluent lines which penetrate,

j position. The RCIC pump minimum flow bypass line the containment. Both isolation valves on these
j is isolated by a normally closed, remote manually lines are outside of the containment vessel to

actuated valve outside containment. provide accessibility to the valves. The
,

inboard valve is located as close as practical
6.2AJ.2.2.13 SPCU Discharge uma to the containment vessel. JThe piping to both j

a ves is an extension of the containment i
.

The suppression pool cleanup (SPCU) system boundary.i T],

'

discharge line to the suppression pool (i.e., M.fE4 T MM.J.7.?,3
4

|
containment penetration, piping and isolation 6.2AJ.2.2A Cesclusion as Criterien 56
valves) is designed to Seismic Category 1. ASME!

j Section Ill, Class 2 requirementa. In order to assure protection against the
consequences of accidents involving release of

|

j 6.2AJ.2.2.2 Ellisset uses freen Suppresales significant amounts of radioactive materials,
j Pool pipes that penetrate the containment have been

demonstrated to provide isolation capabilities
;

Figure 6.2 38 identifies the isolation on a case by case basis in accordance with
' provisions in the effluent lines hum the Criterion 56.

suppression pool.
f

1

4

6.2-30
Amendment 26
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. containment vesse The piping from the containment to
-q{{an...........d including both valves is an extension of the primary containment

|
boundary and is designed in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure

! Vessel Code, Section III, Class 2 requirements. The arrangement of the
isolation valves and connecting piping is such that a single active
failure of an inboard valve or a single active or passive failure in,

the connecting piping or an outboard valve, cannot prevent isolation of
! the ACS containment penetrations. The ACS containment isolation valve

closure time is 5 20 seconds. These valves close on the following
signals: high drywell pressure, RPV low water level 3, and high
radioactivity in the purge and vent exhaust line. The SRP 6.2.4 states
that the 5-second closure speed is necessary to assure that the purge and,

'

vent valves would have closed before the onset of fuel failures following
a LOCA. The ACS purge and vent valves are normally closed during plant
operation and are allowed to open only during the enerting (startup) and
de-inerting (shutdown) process where the reactor is at less than 15
percent power. The likelihood of LOCA during enerting/de-inerting is very
low. And even if a LOCA occurs, these valves would have closed before the
onset of fuel failure. Note that the onset of fuel failure is when the
core in uncovered and that reactor water level 3 is 12 ft above the core.
In the event of radioactivity leak during inerting/de-inerting, the
radiation detectors at the purge and vent exhaust line will detect the
condition and isolate the ACS containment isolation valves. Note that the
exhaust radiation detectors are very sensitive and are set at a lower
setpoint compared to the ones inside containment to have an effective
early detection. For the ACS, a more reliable isolation valve is
necessary to ensure containment integrity. A fast closing valve is less
reliable than valves with moderate speed. The difference between 5 and 20
seconds is considered to be insignificant. Thus the risk is judged to be
sufficiently small and that the 20-second closure times is deemed
suffient and reliable.

|

|

i
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(16) The primary containment purge system will below this subsection). The system has the
aid in the long-term post-accident cleanup following features:
operation. The primary containment
atmosphere will be purged through the SGTS (1) Atmospheric mixing is achieved by natural
to the outside environment. Nitrogen makeup processes. Mixing will be enhanced by
will be available during the purging operation of the containment sprays, which
operation. are used to control pressure in the primary

containment.
(17) The system is also designed to release

containment pressure before uncontrolled (2) The ACS primary containment nitrogen makeup
containment failure could occur. maintains an oxygen-deficient atmosphere

(p_3.5 volume percent) in the primary
6.2.5.2 System Design containment during normal operation.

6.2.5.2.1 General (3) The redundant oxygen analyzer system (CAMS)
measures oxygen in the drywell and4

|
The FCS and ACS are systems designed to suppression chamber. Oxygen concentration

control the environgfQnt within the primary are displayed in the main control room.
containment. The FCS provides control over Description of safety-related display
hydrogen and oxygen following a LOCA. In an instrumentation for containment monitoring
inerted containment, mixing of any hydrogen is provided in Chapter 7. Electrical
generated is not required. Any oxygen evolution requirements for equipment associated with
from radiolysis is very slow such that natural the combustible gas control system are in
convection and molecular diffusion is sufficient accordance with the appropriate IEEE
to provide mixing. Spray operation will provide standards as referenced in Chapter 7.
further assurance that the drywell or wetwell is

I uniformly mixed. The FCS consists of the follow- In addition, the ACS provides overpressure
ing features: protection to relieve containment pressure, as

required, through a pathway from the wetwell
(1) The FCS has two recombiners installed in the airspace to the stack. The pathway is isolated

secondary containment. The recombiners during normal operation withprupture diskt, |
process the combustible gases drawn from the*

primary containment drywell. The following ACS modes of operation are
(2) The FCS is activiated when a LOCA occurs. provided: ;

The oxygen and hydrogen remaining in the :
'recombiners after having been processed are (1) Startup - Inerting. Liquid nitrogen is

transmitted to the suppression pool. vaporized with steam or electric heaters to

The ACS provides$s anM erf'd/br/Jerr $,and wnfa a temperature greater than 20 F and is
r inerrine the primary injected into the wetwell and the drywell.

@ containment during(fiirmai or on-unj operation.f#"jThe nitrogen will be mixed with the primary i

b Iystem is not designed gan on-linD - containment atmosphere by the drywell
7ra 7 containment purging system. The ACS exhaust line coolers in the drywell and, if necessary,
con MM isolation valves are closed when by the sprays in the wetwell.'

i
,

IM The nitrogen supply W te Q l
m ihq fT6TTe a k a g e, p r o vi dini'T6m,lin es, caHr;>cinatinnuo3 flow of(2) Normal . Maintenance of Inert Condition. A

nitrogen to the containment. If a LOCA signal is nitrogen makeup system automatically sup.
received file ACSt[liii nin uun suyyi$alves plies nitrogen to the wetwell and upper
close.#@itrogen purge from the containr.icntN drywell to maintain a slightly positive

i
occurPMhutdown.s. Purging is accomplishedcCX p7 essure in the drywell and wetwell to pre-

@rg( the containmentghgrglation valves @c- clude air leakage from the secondary to thev

{ opened and the nitrogen supply valves & primary containment. An increase in con.3

Elosed." Nitrogen is replaced by air in the tainment pressure is controlled by venting
containment (see Item (3) Shutdown - Deinerting through the drywell bleed line.

Y "' UNib 1% N/en'ed afhaWY ath l &1 comMomP *y

S O * 62Amendment

Q.<emmnenuess.
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| oxygen concentration does not exceed 3.5 volume then be isolated. Penetrations through the

percent during nortnal operation. The actual nitrogen storage tank insulation are minimized

oxygen concentration shall not exceed five to reduce heat gain. The length of piping
volume percent during an accident when the through the insulation is maximized to the
hydrogen concentration is greater than four extent practicable to reduce heat gain,
percent. The inert containment can be deinerted
to allow safe personnel access without breathing The drywell and wetwell atmospheric oxygen

apparatus in less than four hours, concentration will be less than 3.5% by volume |
within 24 hours after thermal power is greater

Each penetration and pipe carrying nitrogen is than 15% of plant rating. Twenty four hours of

sloped as necessary to prevent condensation operation above 3.5% oxygen by volume and 15% f
collection and line blockage and shall be power is allowed before a scheduled shutdown.

protected against entry of debris. All piping outside the outboard primary
containment isolation valves carrying nitrogen

All pipe volumes where liquid or very cold are protected from overpressurization by relief
nitrogen could be trapped between closed valves valves ducted to the atinosphere.
have relief valves. All relief valves exhaust
outside the reactor building. Means are provided 6.2.5.2.3 Nitrogen Makeup

to add nitrogen to the nitrogen storage tank
vapor space (to decrease tank pressure) and the (1) The nitrogen makeup equipment is sized to

liquid volume (to increase tank pressure). Tank maintain a positive pressure in the drywell

level and pressure indication are provided at the and wetwell during the maximum drywell cool

tank. Means for startup full scale testing of down rate not caused by spray actuation.

the inerting and makeup portions of the system
without nitrogen injection to the containment is (2) Automatic addition of nitrogen is
provided. During startup, the test discharges physically limited to less than the maximum

shall be temporarily piped away from the control drywell bleed capacity.

panel and storage and vaporization equipment to
avoid excessive noise from the open discharge. 6.2.5.2.4 Drywell Bleed

Strainers are provided in the liquid portion of
the makeup and inerting lines. Means are provi- Primary containment bleed capability is
ded to feed the makeup circuit from either the provided in accordance with Regula~ tory Guide 1.7

liquid or vapor portion of the nitrogen storage. and as an aid in cleanup following an accident.
Pressure is automatically maintained in the During normal plant operation, the bleed line
nitrogen storage tank during nitrogen discharge also functions, in conjunction with the nitrogen

by a circuit with another ambient heat exchanger purge line to maintain primary containment
pressure at about 0.75 psig and oxygenfed by a pressure control valve. The inerting
concentration below 3.5 percent by volume. This |and makeup portions of the systetn do not rely on

pumps to perform their function. Means are is accomplished by makeup of the required
provided to manually vent the tank vapor space to quantity of nitrogen into the primary
control pressure. Means are provided to drain containment through the makeup line or relieving

the storage tank. The vessel bottom is sloped or pressure through the bleed line. The drywell
dished to facilitate this draining. bleed line is manually operable from the control

Flow through the bleed line will beroom.
Pressure relief for the nitrogen storage tank directed through either the SGTS or the

is provided at 10 percent above the upper limit secondary containment HVAC, and be monitored by
of the normal range of operating pressures. the SGTS and SCHVAC flow and radiation
Rupture disks, set 20 percent above the upper instrumentation. All ACS primary containment
limit but not higher than the design pressure of isolation valves are automatically closed when
the vessel, are provided. Redundant pressure high radiation is detected in the exhaust flow.
relief valves are provided so that protection is (Seo TedA. f.2. -G )
immediately available should a disk rupture and The drywe!! bleed line is located above an |

6.2 35
Ammendment 11
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elevation which would be covered by post-LOCA resistance.
! flooding for unloading the fuel.

(5) A number of rupture disks are procured at
6.2.5.2.5 Pressure Control the same time and made from the same sheet

to provide uniformity of relief pressure.
(1) In general, during startup, normal, and

| abnormal operation, the wetwell and drywell (6) The rupture disk is part of the primary
pressures is maintained greater than 0 psig containment boundary and is able to
to prevent leakage of air (oxygen) into the

withstand thef)ontainment design pressureprimary containment from secondary (3.16 kg/cm with no leakage to the
containment but less than the nominal 2 psig e nvir onm e n t. It is also capable of |
scram set point. Sufficient margin is withstanding full vacuum in the _wetwell 1

provided such that normal containment vapor space without leakageyThe disQ ,

at 6.3 xg/cm due to |temperature and pressure fluctuations do not { ruptures
cause either of the two limits to be reached overpressure during a severe accident as
considering variations in initial required to assure containment structural
containment conditions, instrumentation ( integritfAs potential backup to a j

errors, operator and equipment response leaking, fractured or improperly scaled
time, and equipment performance. rupture disk, the two valves upstream of

the disk can be closed. These valves are 1

; (2) Nitrogen $akeup automatically maintains a safety related and are subjected to all |
| 530 kg/m (0.75 psig) positive pressure testing required for normal isolation

to avoid leakage of air from the secondary valves.
into the primary containment.

(7) The piping material is carbon stegi. The 1

(3) The drywell bleed sizing is capable of design pressure is 10.5 kg/cm g (150
| maintaining the primary, containment pressure psi)d and the design temperature is

less than 880 kg/m (1.25 psig) during 171 C.i

| the maximum containment atmospheric heating IMS64I b*M',eO'b*A T, ,

*

i which could occur during plant startup. 6.2.5.2.7 Recombinerg
|

6.2.5.2.6 Overpressuit Protection, (1) The FCS consists of two permanently
625'.24I 6 eme v a L installed, safety-related thermal hydrogen l

(1) The system is designed to passively relieve recombinerrgwith associated piping, i

| the we}well vapor space pressure at 6.3 valves, controls and instrumentation. The
kg/cm g (see Subsection 19E.2.8.1). The recombiner units are located in the secon-
system valves are capable of being closed dary containment and controlled from the j

-
'

shown in Figure 6.2-40gemoves gas fr@om
main control room. Each recombinerfrom the main control room using AC power

and pneumatic air,
the drywell, recombines the oxygen and

(2) The vent system is sized so that residual hydrogen, and returns the gas mixturep
| core thermal power in the form of steam can along with the condensate to the suppres- ;

,
be passed through the relief piping to the sion chamber. Each recombiner unit is in |

! stack. integral package consisting of a blower, !
electric heater, reaction chamber, water |

(3) The initial driving force for pressure spray cooler,7 water separator, piping,
'

relief is assumed to be the expected valves, controls and instrumentation.
pressure setpoint of the rupture disk.

(2) During operation of the system, gas is
! (4) The rupture disk is designed to prevent flow drawn from the drywell by the bloweg'and

in the containment overpressure relief heated. Hydrogen and oxygen in the gas
piping until a specified rupture pressure is will be recombined into steam in the

| reached. It is constructed of stainless reaction chamber and condensed in the spray
steel or a material of similar corrosion cooler. The condensate and spray water,

!

( Ames ment 6.2-36
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.2.8 Severe Accident Design penetrations in the drywell rather than drywell head
failure.). To compare the consequences of severe

Feature Considerations accidents resulting in fission product releases via
drywell head failure to those with releases through the

I Although the frequency of core damage is very low COPS, MAAP was used to simulate a series of severe
in the ABWR design. features were added to the design accident sequences for both release mechanisms. These
to ensure a robust response of the containment to a severe accident sequences are desenbed m Section
severe accident. This section discusses the important 19E.2.2. Failure pressure of the drywell head was
consideranons for the severe accident desicn features.)assumed to be equal to its median ultimate strength,-

_ A 1.025 MPa (134 psig). The results of these runs show
,(19E.2.8. 2 M 5 ' #i

Containment Overpressure releases of volatile fission products, after 72 hours, for
Protection System the COPS cases to be several orders of magnitude less

than for the corresponding drywell head failure cases.
ABWR has a very low core damage frequency. The Cs! release fractions are compared in Table

Furthermore, m the unlikely event of an accident 19E.2 25. Most accident sequences show this large
resulting in core damage, the fission products are difference in releases between drywell head failure and
typically trapped ,m the containment and there is no COPS cases,
release to the environment. Nonetheless, m order to p .5,g.6 3
mitigate the consequences of a severe accident which 9 E.2.8.1. Pressure Setpoint
results m the release of fission products and to limit the Determination,

effects of uncertainties in severe accident phenomena,
ABWR is equipped with a Containment Overpressure Sevd fxton mesh b hi% h
Protection System (COPS). This system is intended to optimum pressure setpoint for the rupture disk. The
provide protection against the rare sequences in which results of the previous analysis show that it is desirable

.
structuralintegrity of the contamment is challenged by to avoid drywell head failure. This can be assured by
overpressudzation. It has been determined that these Providing a rupture disk pressure setpoint below the

'

rare sequences comprise only 16 percent of the Pressure that would begin to challenge the structural
hypothesized severe accident sequences. integrity of the containment. However, as the pressure

4 7. g WPoWebced, k ye m cmmmeWm and'
ne COPS is part of the atmospheric control fission product release is also reduced. Thus, the

system and consists of two 8. inch diameter setPoint of the rupture disk must optimize these
overpressure relief rupture disks mounted in series on a compenng factors: minimizing the probability of
14-inch line which connects the wetwell atrspace to the drywen had h wMe maximWtng time W
stack,gThe COPS povides a fission product release

(Qp7 ct release to the environment.
6ss2 &

' pomt at a time prior to containment sauctural failure.
Thus, the containment structure will not fail. By He service leve ility of the containment
engineering the release point in the wetwell atrspace, bdu"E mh@W
the escaping fission products are forced through the e ntainment. As shown ,Appendx the service
suppression pool. In a core damage event initiated by a level C for the ABWR ts 97 psig,y, d by thehmite
transient in which the vessel does not fail, fission &ywen head. Rus, it is desiraMe to set se mpwre
products are directed to the suppression pool via the dsk se! Point below &is value.
SRVs, scrubbing any potential release. In a severe
accident with core damage and vessel failme or in a ne distribution of drywell head failure pressure
LOCA which leads to core damage, the fission products and the &stribunn of mpmre disk burst pressure were
will be directed from the vessel and drywell through the also considered in determtrung the burst pressure. As
drywell connecting vents and into the suppression pool stated in Attachment A to Appendix 19F, the drywell
again insuring any release is scrubbed. Eventually, if head failm pressure is assumed to have a lognormal
the containment pressure cannot be controlled, the &stdbunn with c median failure pressure equal to its
rupture disk opens. Any fission product release to the ultimate strength of 1.025 MPa (134 psig). De
environment is greatly reduced by the scrubbing variability of rupture disk opening pressures is best
provided by the suppression pool modeled with a normal or Gaussian distribution.

Typical higa quality rupunt disks exhibit a tolerance of
In the absence of the COPS, unmitigated 5% of the mean opening pressure. Tests have shown

overpressurization of the containment will result in that this 15% tolerance spans 2 to 2.5 standard
failure of the drywell head for most severe accident deMadons of 6e mputre & populationN analysts
scenarios (Some high pressure core melt sequences f the Containment Overpressure Protection System
result in fission product leakage through the moveable
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conservatively assumes that only 2 standard deviations The elapsed time to rupture disk opening was

are included within the 15% tolerance. M/uSEn within 0.8 hours of the base case value of 20.2 hours
for both cases tested. Higher rupture disk temperatures

A cntical parameter in determining the risk of (i.e. lower pressure setpoints) reduce the ume to rupture

drywell head failure before rupture disk opening is the disk opening and lower rupture disk temperatures (i.e.

pressure difference between the drywell and wetwell. higher pressure setpoints) increase the ume to rupture

Late in an accident the drywell is at higher pressure disk opening. There were no significant changes in
than the wetwell. For a given rupture disk setpomt. the fission product release. For both cases the Csl release l

!

probability of drywell head failure increases as the fraction at 72 hours remained less than lE-7.

pressure difference increases. The maximum drywell to
wetwell pressure difference is 0.1 MPa (14 psi). This Another parameter affected by the variation in the .

pressure difference occurs for cases in which firewater rupture disk temperature is the probability of drywell !

spray was activated after vessel failure but terminated head failure prior to rupture disk openmg in a severe

before containment failure. Cases without firewater accident. Using the rupture disk and drywell head failure

spray have pressure differences of no more than 0.05 distribuuons, it was determined that the probability of

MPa (7 psi), drywell head failure prior to rupture disk opening
increased from about 2% for the base case to about 3%

cere5 Swste.m
' A 6- Tsetpoint of 0.72 MPa (90 psig) at for the case with the rupture disk temperature of 311 K,

366 K (200 F) was chosen. The residual risk of drywc!! (100 F). With a rupture disk temperature of 422 K

head failure may be calculated by combining the two (300 F), the probability decreased to about 1.5%. The

distributions with an offset corresponding to the rupture disk temperature variation has a similar effect

pressure difference between the wetwell and the drywell. on the severe accident secuences in which the firewater

A 90 psig setpoint results in a 5% probability of spray system is activatec. The probability of drywell i
'

drywell head failure prior to tupture disk opening for a head failure prior to rupture disk opening increases from

O.1 MPa (14 psi) drywell to wetwell pressure about 5% for the base case to about 6.5% for the case,

difference. For a drywell to wetwell pressure difference with the rupture disk temperature of 311 K (100 F) and

of 0.05 MPa (7 psi), the drywell head failure decreases to about 4% for the case with the rupture disk

probability prior to rupture disk opening is 2%. This tempernure of 422 K (300 F).

is judged to be an acceptable level of risk.

G.Z. 51.6.t The results of this sensitivity study show that

19E284.2 Variability in Rupture Disk variations in rupture disk temperature, which cause

Setpoint small variations in rupture disk opening pressure, have
a minor effect on the performance of the ABWR

Nickel was chosen as the material for the rupture Containment Overpressure Protection System.

disk for evaluation purposes due to its relative 6151G5
insensitivity to changes in temperature. At 49Ei8:16 Slzing of Rupture Disk

temperatures above room temperature the opening ;

i

pressure of a typical nickel rupture disk will decrease by The size of the. rupture disk has also been
about 2% for a 56 K (100 F) increase in temperature. optimized. If the rupture disk is too small, it could be
Thus, in order to estimate the uncertainty due to incapable of venting enough steam to prevent further
variations in the temperature of the ABWR rupture containment pressurization. On the other hand, if the 1

disk, a sensitivity study was performed in which the rupture disk is too large, level swell in the suppression |
- pool could introduce water into the COPS piping. If |

pressure setpomt of the rupture disk was variedcMb9 tis were to occur, the piping could be damaged or there I

The nominal pressure setpo' of the r3uredisk could be carryover of waterborne fission products from

is 0.72 MPa (90 psig) at (200 F). Two cases the containment. |
|

were examined using tn this sensitivity study.
For both cases the LCLP PF-R sequence was used as An eight-inch rupture disk was selected. This is
the base case. First, the rupture disk pressure setpoint sufficient to allow 35 kg/sec of steam flow at the
was reduced to 0.708 MPa (88 psig) which corresponds opening pressure of 90 psig (0.72 MPa.a) and ,

'

to a rupture disk temperature of 422 K (300 F); and, corresponds to a energy flow cf about 2.4% rated
second, the pressure setpoint was increased to 0.735 power. For virtually all severe accident sequences, the

MPa (92 psig) which corresponds to a temperature of rupture disk would not be called upon until about 20
311 K (100 F). This temperature range, from 311 to hours after scram. The decay heat level at thts ume is

422 K (100 to 300 F), bounds all anticipated rupture less than 0.5%. Thus, there is ample margm m the

disk temperatures. sizing of the rupture disk for severe accidents.
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An additional accident was considered in the drywell head failure, in the 3.9 hours between rupture
selection of the rupture disk size. In the event of an disk openmg and hypothetical drywell head failure for
ATWS with the additional failure of LM standby liquid the LCLP FS sequence, the probability of recovering,,
control system, the operator is directed to lower water RHR capability is only 4% (see Subsection 19.3.2.77'

,

level to control power. Analysis has shown that the This represents the probability that the COPS was !
RHR system is capable of removing the energy opened unnecessarily since RHR would have been l

'

generated by the AJWS from the containment recovered in this ume period. | 1

(Subsection 19.3.1.3.1). If the additional failure of I. !
containment heat removal is assumed, a simple For cases with passive flooder operation, the
calculation indicates that an the rupture disk area is just lission product release occurs about 6 to 8 hours sooner
sufficient to limit the containment pressure below than it would have if the drywell head was allowed to |
service level C. pressurize to 1.025 MPa (134 psig). For the range of. I

severe accident sequences desenbed in Secuan 19E.2.7,'
Calculations were also performed to investigate the the probability of RHR recovery in a similarly defined ;

potential effects of pool swell and fission product ume window is about 11%. ;<

carryover at the time of COPS operation. These l
analyses (Subsection 19E.2.3.5)* indicate that pool For both cases, there is a small probability that
swell does not threaten the integrity of the COPS RHR will be recovered before the time at which
piping and that no significant entrainment of fission containment would failif the rupture disk setpoint has
products will crcur due to carryover. been surpassed. In light of this fact and given the
G .t.5.'L .G.C. difference in magnitude of the fission product release, it

,

i m awM- Comparison of ABWR is clearly preferable to direct the fission products |

Performance With and Without COPfi through the rupture disk. I

AD M 6.% 5.1.6.7
The results of the MAAP calculations for the 1&E24+5 Suppression Pool Bypass

various accident scenarios were investigated in Section

( 19E.2.2.-esM}he releases are summarized in A comparison of performance for cases with
N s Table 19E.2-25. Comparisons of Csl release fraction at suppression pool bypass flow through an open vacuum

72 hours show large differences between the COPS and breaker valve was also considered. Cases were run with
drywell head failure cases. Csl release fraction at 72 bypass effective area varying from 5 to 2030 cm2

2hours for drywell head failures is on the order of 0.1% (.0054 to 2.19 ft ). A fully open vacuum breaker has
2to 15%. For all cases with r'elease via the COPS, an effective area of 2030 cm . 'The dominant the Loss

MAAP redicts release fractions of less than IE-7. of All Core Coolant with Vessel Failure at Low
< Table 1 E.2-26 summarizes several critical parameters Pressure sequence was considered with Passive Flooder
for the minant core melt scenario. Operation since previous analysis nas shown that the

-A6w firewater system is capable of mitigating bypass.
There is, o , some reduction in the clapsed

time to fission product release for the COPS cases No credit was taken for aerosol plugging of the
when compared to the drywell head failure cases. For bypass leakage in this analysis; and, therefore, the,

the dominant accident sequences in which the operator results are conservative. Also, it was assumed that the
initiates the firewater spray system prior to bypass leakage was present from the beginning of the ,

loverpressurization, the time difference between rupture accident sequence. As the bypass area increases, the
disk opening and drywell head failure is only 3 to 4 fraction of fission product aerosols which pass through
hours. A typical example is the Loss of All Core the suppression pool decreases. Thus, the benefit of a
Coolant with Vessel Failure at Low Pressure with wetwell release of fission products is significantly
Firewater Spray addition sequenc9-(LCLP FS), as reduced as the bypass arca increases.
described in Subsection 19E.2.2.1. Tor this sequence 4

the wetwell pressure will reach 0.72 MPa (90 psig) and For bypass effective arcas less than 50 cm (.054 |
2

the rupture disk will open at 31.1 hours. Without the 2ft ), Csl releases at 72 hours from the COPS cases |

rupture disk, the drywell will reach 1.025 MPa (134 were smaller than for the corresponding drywell head ;

psig) at 35.0 hours. failure cases. However, the differences in Csl releases at '

72 hours were only factors of 2 to 4 rather than several ;

The potential for increased risk due to the rupture orders of magnitude. The time difference between !

disk opening early has been considered. It is assumed drywell head failure and rupture disk opening was 4 to 8 l
that recovery of RHR capability is sufficient to hours for these small bypass arcas. For bypass effecuve i

2 (.054 ft ), Cs! release2terminate containment pressurization and prevent areas greater than 50 cm

1
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fractions at 72 hours are on the order of 10% for both reduced as a result of the COPS implementauon into
the drywell head failure cases and the COPS cases, the design.
the other hand. the time difference between rupture disk

9 '

openmg and drywell head failure is only 2 to 4 hours 9 E.2.8.2 Lower Drywell Flooderi

for these larger bypass areas. These relauvely small
time differences will not significantly affect the 1 .2.8.2.1 Introduction
magnitude of the offsite dose. Attachment 19EE has a
complete discussion of suppression pool bypass flow This section provides the bases for sizing the Ipwer
through vacuum breaker valves. drywe floodersyym. He system is desenbed m4etail

Ah in Sec n 9.5.12 of the ABWR SSAR.
e- g 1*M.0.1 9 Summary

_ _ _ _

~

M
g*

G L 5. 5.G.9 The wer drywell flooder provides an alternate -

Y A werwell pressure setpoint of 0.72 MPa (90 psig) source of ater to the lower drywell once /t contams i !

M.' for the overpressure relief rupture disk meets the design core debris.\De primary water source is t)te firewater
goal. The probability of containment structural failure addition system. Water present in the Ipwer drywell
is mmimtzed while maximizing the time to fission cools the core debris and establishes a water pool above
product release in a severe accident. The 5.1% the debris. Walgt absorbs heat by firs [ heating up to
maximum probability of containment structural failure saturation condihons and then boiling away. Debris
if the pressure reaches the rupture disk setpoint in a cooling requires t!iat the water absorb th: heat generated
severe accident, combined with the already low core in the debris bed and the latent and sensible heat released
damage frequency and reliable containment heat by the debris as its ' temperature dec[ cases. Quenchmg
removal, produces an extremely low probability of prevents or mitigates' core concre mteraction (CCI).
significant fission product release. In addition, the An overlying water pool also sc s fission products
elapsed time to rupture disk opening is greater than 24 which may be released from the debhs bed.

~ fhours for most severe accident sequences. \ /
The Gooder system is conyprised of ten piping p 1,

The net risk reduction associated with the lines. Each line originates'in one of the ten verucal

implementation of the COPS system in the desig[andpipes which are part of thf drywell to wetwell
the ABWR is summartzed in Table 19E.2-27 connecting vent system. The vents are arranged
Figure 19E.2 22."All sequences which would result in symmetrically around the perimeter of the lower
COPS operation were assumed to lead to failure of the drywell"D~e'llow tirtingh'eackflooder line will be
drywell head. This may slightly overpredict the Itisted by triggering a fu/ible plug at the line exit
probability of drywell head failure since there will be (lower drywell side). Since/four inch diameter fusible
somewhat more time available for the recovery of disks may be commercially available, the flooder ime
containment heat removalJi 4he COPS system were diameter was chosen as four inches
not present. Table 19E.2 26 iha* a low probability /
of RHR recovery in the interval between the time of De teflon disk resides between the stainle'ss steel
COPS iniziazion and the time of drywell head failure if disk and the fusible plug in the nooder valve. Its ;

COPS were not present. For the case with firewster purpose is to insular the fusible pling from the
addition to the. containment, the probability of RHR relatively cold suppression pool water. If insulauon
recovery durmg the period of interest is 4%. Derefore, was not provided, m'elting of the plug might not be -

no signincant error is L 2 W into the calculanon. uniform and operarlon of the flooder valve;might be
/ impaired. De will not melt or stick in the valve

Table 19E.2 27 iMimea that the probability of because tenon ins a softening temperature of
drywell head failure increases by a factor 50 for approximately ,00*C and a maximum conunuous
sequences with core damage (Classes I and III) if the operating temperature of 288'C both of which are
COPS system is not present. For Class Il sequences, above the pilig melting temperature of 260 C.
the loss of contamment heat removal rnay lead to core Ftchermore,5eflon has high chemical resistance and
damage for those sequences which have drywell head will not adhere to the stainless steel plug nor the |
failure. Since the probability of drywe!! head failure fusible pl !

'
'

mereases by a factor of 100 without the COPS system, |<

the core damage probability associated with Class II gg, minimum acceptable now rare for the Gooder | |
events also increases by a factor of 100. Figure systen/ corresponds to the now rate which can just.

+
'

19E.2-22 shows the probability of exceedence versus absorb the heat generated in the debris bed. Minimum , |
whole body dose at 1/2 mile for the ABWR and for the ,bhlejlow s calculated in Secnon_19E.2,8.2.2. '

ABWR without the COPS system. De offsite dose is . $,,,[ expected flow rasin the flooder system can b~e .j |
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-teF a R 1 EPotentialImpact of Hydrogen Burning and Detonation

Hydrogen burning and detonation are not a concern for the ABWR
containment because the containment is inerted with hydrogen. There could
be a potential for burning in the COPS system and the stack after the rupture
disk opens. However, due to the design and operation of the COPS system, this
issue does not have an impact on risk.

| Hydrogen burning and detonation will be precluded in the piping associated
with the COPS system. The piping will be inerted during operation with
rupture disk located at the inlet of the stack. This, combined with initial
purging of the piping, will ensure that the inertion of the containment will

| extend out to the stack, and prevent burning of hydrogen in the portion of the
| COPS system which is within the reactor building. Therefore, there will be

no concern of the leading edge of the containment atmosphere mixing with
| the gas in the piping and causing a burn. After passing of the leading edge of
l the gas flow, the mixture in the piping will be identical to that in the

containment. The gas flow through the system will prevent the backflow of
air into the COPS piping.

Hydrogen burning could occur in the plant stack as the gas flow enters the|

l stack. The stack is a non-seismic structure located on top of the reactor
| building. Because of this configuration, the reactor building has been
| designed to withstand the loads associated with the collapse of the plant stack.
'

Furthermore, no credit is taken in the analysis for the plant stack to reduce
the offsite dose by providing for an elevated release. All releases were
presumed to occur at the elevation of the top of the reactor building. Therefore,
hydrogen burning or detonation in the stack will have no impact on the
consequences of a severe accident as modeled in this analysis.

No burning will occur within the COPS piping. Furthermore, no credit wm
taken for the plant stack to reduce the source term to the environment and the
reactor building can withstand the collapse of the plant stack. Therefore,
hydrogen burn or detonation in the COPS system will have no impact on risk
and no further consideration of this phenomenon is required.

|

|

!
l

|

l
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along with some of the gas, are returned to percent measured on a dry basis.
the wetwell. The rest of the gas is Z~,vf 6# T 4. 2. Jf"3
recycled through the blower. Cooling water Following an accident, hydrogen concentration

required for operation of the system after a will increase due to the addition of hydrogen
LOCA is taken from the RHR system. The from the specified design basis metal-water i

cooling water is used to cool the water reaction. Hydrogen concentration will also |

vapor and the residual gases leaving the increase due to radiolysis. Any increase in
recombiner prior to returning them to the hydrogen concentration is of lesser concern

| containment. because the containment is inerted. Due to

|
dilution, additional hydrogen moves the

(3) All pressure containing equipment, including operating point of the containemnt atmosphere
piping between components is considered an farther from the envelope of flammability,
extension of the containmen[nd(herefoM
i designed to ASME Section iib}3 ety Containment oxygen concentration alsof
Class 2 requirements. Ind%entTrywell increases due to radiolysis. During plant
and suppression chamber penetrations are operation, there are no other sources of oxygen
provided for the two recombiners. Each in the containment.

penetration has two normally closed
isolation valves; one pneumatically operated In the ABWR, there are no design-basis events

and one motor operated. The system is that result in core uncovery or core heatup
!

designed to meet Seismic Category I sufficient to cause significant metal-water
| requirements. The recombiners are in reaction. Therefore, per Regulatory Guide 1.7,

separate rooms in the secondary containment the design basis metal water reaction is that
and are protected from damage by flood, equivalent to the reaction of the active clad to
fire, tornadoes and pipe whip. a depth of 0.00023 inches. This is equivalent

to 0.72% of the active clad. Radiolysis is
(4) After a LOCA, the system is manually calculated based on Regulatory Guide 1.7 source

actuated from the control room when high terms. Hydrogen and oxygen concentration
oxygen levels are indicated by the contain- profiles in containment after the design-basis
ment atmospheric monitoring system (CAMS). LOCA are provided as Figure 6.2-41.
(If hydrogen is not present, oxygen concen-
trations are controlled by nitrogen Overpressure relief is provided to passively

i makeup). Operation of either recombiner relieve the containment pressure, as required,
will provide effective control over the by venting the wetwell armosphere to the plant
buildup of oxygen generated by radiolysis stack. Venting the wetwell airspace to the
after a design-basis LOCA. Once placed in plant stack precludes an uncontrolled
operation the system continues to operate containment failure. Venting from the,wetwell . a. !
until it is manually shut down when an as opposed to the drywell, takes advi;ptage of
adequate margin below the oxygen concen- the decontamination factor provided by the
tration design limit is reached. suppression pool. Venting to the stack provides

a monitored, elevated release. Precluding
6.2.5.3 Design Evaluation containment failure limits the maximum fission

product release as shown in Figure 19E.3 2. )
!

| The ACS is designed to maintain the
Details of the effect of overpressure relief

| containment in an inert condition except for
,on ABWR performance goals are found innitrogen makeup needed to maintain a positive

containment pressure and prevent air (0 ) Subsections 19.5.2 and 19.5.3.
2

leakage from the secondary into the primary c,op3
| Unintended opening of the m.mm miief' containment. ruptule[is highly unlikelyjed eculda
| The primary containment atmosphere will be au mn 6dh,eisisi;; W v m M ia |

inerted with nitrogen during normal operation of plus, Unintended operation at a lower
the plant. Oxygen concentration in the primary pressure, such as during a design basis
containment will be maintained below 3.5 volume accident, would not significantly affect offsite

6.2 36.t
Amendment
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Q During normal operation, nitrogen makeup and containment pressure control are:

accomplished using only the 50 as supply lines. The large valves (550 mm)
in

1

ventilation lines are closed and ' flow to the plant stack! the containment is prevented by the rupture
through the overpressure protection line Waa)i

! SSD
f disk.

The following conditions assure that the large (550 an) . containment purge and:

vent lines will be isolated following a LOCA:.

: all times during normal operation and will
(1) The valves remain closed at the beginning and end of an.| only be opened for inerting or de-inerting at

; w 8 th utdow n .(2) The valves and piping provide redundancy such that no single failure can;

prevent isolation of the e m purge and vent lines.In the event of a LOCA, the valves receive an isolation signal.If electical power to the
j
i
! (3) The valves f ail in the closed position.

solenoids is lost or the pneumatic pressure fails, the valves will close.(d)|
,
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producing the design-basis hydrogen and backup purge function need not meet this
oxygen has occurred. criterion.

(2) The hydrogen generation from metal-water (10) Components of the AC system inside the
reaction is defined in Regulatory Guide 1.7. reactor building are protected from &

,
postulated missiles and from pipe whip, as

| (3) The hydrogen and oxygen generation from required to assure proper action as well as
radiolysis is defined in Regulatory Guide other dynamic effects such as tornado
1.7. missiles and flooding.

(4) The ACS establishes an inert atmosphere (11) The AC system isolation function has the
| throughout the primary containment following capability to withstand the dynamic effects @
'

an outage or other occasions when the associated with the safe shutdown
containment has been purged with' air to an carthquake without loss of function.
oxygen concentration greater than 3.5
percent. (12) The system is designed so that all

| components subjected to the primary
(5) The ACS maintains the primary containment containment atmosphere (i.e., inboardI

oxygen concentration below the maximum isolation valves) are capable of with-
permissible limit per Regulatory Guide 1.7 standing the temperature and pressure
during normal, abnormal, and accident transients resulting from a LOCA. These
conditions in order to assure an inert components will withstand the humidity and
atmosphere. radiation conditions in the wetwell or

drywell following a LOCA.
(6) The ACS also maintains a slightly positive

| pressure in the primary containment during (13) The ACS is nonsafety class except as
I normal, abnormal and accident conditions to necessary to assure primary containment

prevent air (oxygen) leakage into the integrity (penetrations, isolation
inerted volumes from the secondary valves). The ACS and FCS are designed and;

| containment, and provides non essential built to the requirements specified in
monitoring of the oxygen concentration in Section 3.2.!

l the primary containment to assure a / p u r (,,2,f,/[/() y
breathable mixture for safe personnel access (14) ne aC&inJcnne valves and piping i
or an inert atmosphere, as required. carrying nitrogen to the containment,
Essential monitoring is provided by the valves and piping from the containt'ent to
containment atmospheric monitoring system the SGTS and HVAC (U41) exhaust line,
(CAMS) as described in Chapter 7. non safety oxygen monitoring, and all

related instruments and controls. The ACS |
!(7) The drywell and the suppression chamber will does not include any structures housing or

be mixed uniformly after the design-basis supporting the aforementioned equipment or
LOCA due to natural convection and molecular kany ducting in the primary containment.

I diffusion. Mixing will be further promoted
by operation of the ccntainment sprays. The nitrogen supplied from the AC system

shall be oil free with a moisture content
(8) The system is capable of controlling of less than 2.5 ppm. Filters are provided

combustible gas concentrations in the to remove particulates larger than 5
| containment atmosphere for the design bases microns.

LOCA without relying on purging and without'

releasing radioactive material to the (15) The system is designed to facilitate
environment, periodic inspections and tests. The ACS

can be inspected or tested during normal
(9) The system is designed to maintain an inert plant conditions.

| primary containment after the design-bases
LOCA assuming a single-active failure. The

| Amendment 21 6.2-32
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INSERT 6-.2.5.I tt3L (l /F)
In
(J2d The ACS includes aliquid nitrogen storage

tank, vaporizer and heater along with the
valves and piping carrying nitrogen to the
containment, valves and piping from the
containment to the SGTS and HVAC
(U41) exhaust line, dedicated containment
overpressure relief line with attached ;

valves and rupture disk, non-safety oxygen !

monitoring, and all related instruments and
controls. The ACS does not include any
structures or housing supporting the
aforementioned equipment or any ducting

Fi w 4,7 Jjin the pdmary containment. 3
,

Sleas Syds fc/b |
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(3) Shutdown - Deinerting. Air is provided to
the drywell and wetwell by the primary
containment HVAC purge supply fan. Exhaust
is through the drywell and wetwell exhaust
lines to the plant vent, through the HVAC or
SGTS exhaust fans, as required. During
shutdown, purge air provides containment
access ventilation.

(4) Overpressure Protection. If the wetwfil
| pressure increases to about 6.3 kg/cm g,

the rupture disks will open. The overall
containment pressure decreases as venting
continues. Closing the two air-operated
butterfly valves re-establishes containment
isolation as required. " "t ,p/ofOn t/d M , ,f # b ' ggN '

i,

'

gomb(f) /)p Ac s prWa vy O'"
U 'g/M '* * I X 0The following interfaces with other systems CW c- f,jp

are provided: c, rig cf,g,,0 { 14 %#g |

,

T *

3 Aj p ,,'u t
(1) R elidual Heat Removal System (RHR-Ell). The [>reuvVC, "

is t cocI' 8YRHR provides post-accident suppression pool
gtg ,, jcooling as necessary following heat dumps to fe t" .

the pool, including the exothermic heat of 7g g q ,7, d i o tt o,+t U
.

( h ' gf/c q.2 4)reaction released by the design basis 1

metal-water reaction. This heat of reaction yk ey4ausi ll'W
is very small and has no real affect on pool
temperature or RHR heat exchanger sizing.
The wetwell spray portion of the RHR may be
activated during the inerting and deinerting i

processes to help mixing by reducing f
Ipocketing. Wetwell spray would also serve

to accelerate deaeration of the suppression
pool water, though the impact of the
dissolved oxygen on wetwell airspace oxygen
concentration is very small. Wetwell spray
is not required to provide mixing in the
wetwell. The RHR also provides cooling
water to the exhaust flow from the FCS.

(2) Drywell Cooling System (DWC-T41): Drywell
cooling system provides enough circulation j

to all portions of the upper and lower
drywell, the drywell head area, and the
vessel support skirt area such that this
mixing occurs and does not

i

i

I
i
1

Amendment 6.2-33.1
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then be isolated. Penetrations through the
| oxygen concentration does not exceed 3.5 volumeThe actual nitrogen storage tank insulation are minimized.

percent during normal operation.
oxygen concentration shall not exceed five to reduce heat gain. The length of piping
volume percent during an accident when the through the insulation is maximized to the
hydrogen concentration is greater than four extent practicable to reduce heat gain.

j

The inert containment can be deinerted |percent.
to allow safe personnel access without breathing The drywell and wetwell atmospherie oxygen

concentration will be less than 3.5% by volume |
apparatus in less than four hours. within 24 hours after thermal power is greater

Each penetration and pipe carrying nitrogen is than 15% of plant rating. Twenty four hours of |operation above 3.5% oxygen by volume and 15%sloped as necessary to prevent condensation
collection and line blockage and shall be power is allowed before a scheduled shutdown.
protected against entry of debris. All piping outside the outboard primary

containment isolation valves carrying nitrogen

All pipe volumes where liquid or very cold are protected from overpressurization by reliefvalves ducted to the atmosphere.
nitrogen could be trapped between closed valves
have relief valves. All relief valves exhaust
outside the reactor building. Means are provided 6.2.5.2.3 Nitrogen Makeup

to add nitrogen to the nitrogen storage tank The nitrogen makeup equipment is sized to
'

vapor space (to decrease tank pressure) and the (1)
liquid volume (to increase tank pressure). Tank

maintain a positive pressure in the drywell

level and pressure indication are provided at the
and wetwell during the maximum drywell cool

tank. Means for stattup full scale testing of down rate not caused by spray actuation.

the inerting and makeup portions of the system Automatic addition of nitrogen is
without nitrogen injection to the containment is (2)
provided. During startup, the test discharges physically lisaited to less than the maximum

shall be temporarily piped away froin the control drywell bleed emdty.

panel and storage and vaporization equipment to
avoid excessive noise from the open discharge. 6.2.5.2.4 Drywell Bleed

Strainers are provided in the liquid portion of Primary containment bleed capability isthe makeup and inerting lines Means are provi-
provided in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.7ded to feed the makeup circuit from either the
and as an aid in cleanup following an accident.

liquid or vapor portion of the nitrogen storage. During normal plant operation, the bleed line
Pressure is automatically maintained in the also functions,in conjunction with the nitrogen
nitrogen storage tank during nitrogen discharge
by a circuit with another ambient heat exchanger purge line to maintain primary containment

pressure at about 0.75 psig and oxygenfed by a pressure control valve. The inerting concentration below 3.5 percent by volume. This |
and makeup portions of the system do not rely on is accomplished by makeup of the required
pumps to perform their function. Means are
provided to manually vent the tank vapor space to quantity of nittogen into the primary
control pressure. Means are provided to drain containment through the makeup line or relieving
the storage tank. The vessel bottom is sloped or pressure through the bleed line. The drywell

bleed line is manually operable from the control
dished to facilitate this draining. Flow through the bleed line will beroom.

Pressure relief for the nitrogen storage tank directed through either the SGTS or the
is provided at 10 percent above the upper limit secondary centainment HVAC, and be monitored by

the SGTS and SCHVAC flow and radiation |

of the normal range of operating pressures, instrumentation. All ACS primary containment
:

Rupture disks, set 20 percent above the upper isolation valves are automatically closed when
limit but not higher than the design pressure of high radiation is detected in the exhaust flow.),

the vessel, are provided. Redundant pressure
relief valves are provided so that protection is (Sau W A. 0 2 4
immediately available should a disk rupture and

The drywell bleed line is located above an
|

nas j
Ammendment it i
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued) |

| CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION
t :

ATMOSPHERIC COhTROL SYSTEM

j VaM No. T31.F001 'DI-7002 T31-P003 T31-P004 T31-P005 Til-P006 T31 P307

|

SSAR Fig G 39e G 39e G 39e G 39s G 39e 6.2-39e 6.2 39e

i Applicable Basis GDC 56 GDC56 GDC56 GDC56 GDC56 GDC56 GDC56

l

Fluid Air Airor N2 Air or N2 Air or N2 Air or N2 Air or N2 Air or N2

Line Size (mm) 550A 550A 550A 550A~ SQA 550A 250A
.

ESP Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes i
,

Laakage Cass (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b)

I location O O O O O O O
!

Type C leak Test Yes Yes(e) Yes(e) Yes(e) Yes(e) Yes(e) Yes(e)

Valve Type Butter 0y Butterny Butter 0y ButterGy Globe Butterfly Butterfly i

i- ;

! Operator Pneum Pneum Pneum Pneum Pneum Pnese ' Pneum

'
Pri. Actuation Dec. Dec. Elec. Elec. Elec. Bec. Elec.

Sec. Actuation Manual Manual Manual Manual . Manual Manual Manual
'

,

Normal Position Oose Oose case Oose Case Oose Open
i

Shutocan Position Oose Oose Oase Ocee Oose cose Open .

1

Post Ace Position Oose Oose Gone cose case Ooes Open |

Pwr Fail Position Oose Oces Ooes Ocee Case Oase Open

Cont. Iso. Sig(* A.K, )(X, A.K , % A.K yy g A,K Y/j A.K )(r, A,K X/, Ryjj j j j

Oosure Time (sec) <[2o <[g <h < < 15 < <

Pwr So' sce (Div) I !! ' II II II II Ilu

!

.

|

|

6.2 50.25Amendment 29
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TABLE 6.2 7 (Continued)

i CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION
l

i

ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL SYSTEM (Contioned)
'

,

Valve No. T31-IVl8 T31-R109
, gg , ,

SSAR Fig 6.2-39a 6.2-39s 6.2-39a 6.2 39a 6.2-39s 6.2 39a 6.2-39b

|
'

Applicable Basis GDC56 GDC56 GDC56 GDLN GDC56 GDC 56 GDC57

Fluid Air or N2 Air or N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 )

| line Size 550A 550A 400A 50A 50A SOA 20A

|
'

E5F Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

'

leakage Cass (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b)

location O O O .O O O O

Type Cleak Test Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes(e) Yes(e) Yes
,

i I
I Valve Type Butterfly Butterfly Butterfly Globe Globe Globe Gate

Operator Pneum Pneum Pneum Pneum Pneum Pneum N/A i

|

Pri. Actuation Dec. Sec. Sec. Sec. Sec. Sec. Manual

Sec. Actuation Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual .

| Normal Position Oose cose cose Open Open Open Oose

i

Shutdown Position Oose Oase Case cose Oose Case Oose

Post Ace Position Oose Oose Oose cose Oose Oose Oose

Pwr Fail Position Oose Oose Case Oose case Oose Cmse

Cont. Iso. Sig,(c) A.K KK A.K )(Kj' A.K XK,p A.K yg, A.KfA p A.KA/,yA.K yKjj f j jj f jj

Cosure Time (sec) < < < 15 < 15 < 15 <5

Pwr Source (Div) I I I I II II II

Amendmer > 6.2-50.26
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOIATION VALVE INFORMATION

ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL SYSTEM (Continued)

Valve No. T31-FD0 T13-F732A/B T13 FD4A-D T31 M10 T31-M11

SSAR Pig 6139b 62-39b 6.2 39b 6.2-39m 6.2 39m

Applicable Basis GDC56 GDC56 GDC56 GDC56 GDC56
RG 1.11 RG 1.11 RG 1.11

Fluid DW A'!MOS DW ATMOS DW ATMOS AirorN2 Air or N2

Line Size 20A 20A 20A 250A 550A

ESF No No No Yes Yes

12akage Cass (a) (a) (a) (a) (a).

Location O O O O O

Type Cleak Test No(m) No(m) No(m) Yes(e) Yes(e)

Valve Type Globe Globe Globe Butter 0y ButterDy

Operator N/A N/A N/A Pneuan. Pneum.

Pri. Assustion Manul Manual Manual Elec. Elec.

Sec. Actuation N/A N/A N/A Manual Manual

Normal Position Open Open Open Open Close

Shutdown Position Open Open Open Open Case

Post Ace Position Open Open Opea Opee . Ooes

Pwr Fail Position N/A N/A N/A Open Gone

Cont. Iso. Sig. N/A N/A N/A RM A.K K/gf

casure Time (sec) N/A N/A N/A < <3Hier
*20 24

Pwr Source (Dsv) N/A N/A N/A I HI

Amendment 29 6 S 50.27
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i TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)
( NOTES

(a) Termination Region: Secondary Containment

(b) Termination Region: Main Condenser, Turbine Bldg., Bypass leakage Barrier Redundant
Primary Cont. Iso. Valves.

(c) Isolation Signal Codes

Signal Description

A Reactor vessel low water level - level 3.

B Reactor vessel low water level level 2.

C Reactor vessel low water level a level 1.5.

CX Reactor vessel low water level . level 1.

D High radiation - main steamline.

E Une break - main steamline (steamline high steam flow).

I
F Une break - main steamline (steamline high tunnel temperature).

H une break . main steamline (steamline high turbine building temperature.

J Turbine building high temperature.

K High drywc!! pressure.

L RHR injection valve low pressure.

M Une break in RHR shutdown.

N Low main condenser vacuum.

S Une break in ROC system steamhne to turbine (now steamline pressure).

T High pressure ROC turbine exhaust diaphragm.

V Oose-through electncal interiocks with other valves or pump motors.

W Condensate storage tank now level.

X Suppression pool nowlevel

Y R O C.

Z Equipment area temp high

xy Hoth n/inHoor- R/S Hvne g4Aevs + Air
yY High reds'cNon- Refuelihy fkor eyAgust Ash

Amendment 9 6.2 50.48
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valves are opened during power operation. These are l
Response

air-operated valves with rapid closure times, present- |

This requirement is not applicable to the ABWR. ing little opportunity for substantial releases from the

It applies only to PWR type reactors. PCV in the event of a transient requiring containment j

isolation. Note that under the technical specifications, 1

19A.2.26 isolation Dependability (Item (2) containment inerting and purging with the larger !

(xiv)] ventilation lines is permitted during power operation
above 15% for limited periods at either end of the

NRC Position operating cycle. The process of purging the contain. ;
'

Provide containment isolation systems that: ment with air also serves to remove any potential

[lI.E.4.2] activity for AI. ARA considerations prior to actual
personnel entry into the PCV. !

(A) Ensure all non-essential systems are isolated
automatically by the containtnent isolation The large ventilation valves will be tested regularly

system, and after any valve maintenance to assure that closing
times are within the limits assured in the radiological

(B) For each non essential penetration (except in- design basis. See Subsection 19A33 for COLlicense '

1

strument lines) have two isolation barriers in information.'

I series,
19A.2.28 Design Evaluator [ Item (2) (xvi)]

(C) Do not result in reopening of the containment
|isolation valves on resetting of the isolation NRC Position

signal,
Establish a design criterion for the allowable

(D) Utilize a containment set point pressure for ini- number of actuation cycles of the emergency core
tiating containment isolation as low as is com- cooling system and reactor protection system consis-

patible with normal operation, tent with the expected occurrence rates of severe over
cooling events (considering both anticipated tran-l

(E) Include automatic closing on a high radiation sients and accidents). (Applicable to B&W designs
i signal for all systems that provide a path to the only.) [II.E.5.1]

environs.
Response

Response
This requirement is not applicable to the ABWR. It

This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.14. applies only to PWR-type (B&W designed) reactors.

19A.2.27 Purging [ Item (2) (xv)] 19A.2.29 Additional Accident Monitoring
Instnamentation [ Item (2) (xvil)]

NRC Position
NRC Position

Provide a capability for containment purg-
) ing/ venting designed to minimize the purging time Provide instrumentation to measure, record and

consistent with ALARA principles for occupational readout in the control room: (A) containment pres-

exposure. Provide and demonstrate high assurance sure, (B) containment water level, (C) containment
that the purge system will reliably isolate under acci- hydrogen concentration, (D) containment radiation

dent conditions. [II.E.4.4) intensity (high level), and (E) noble gas effluents at
all potential, accident release points. Provide for con-

Response tinuous sampling of radioactive iodines and particu-
lates in gaseous effluents from all potential accident

The ABWR primary containment vessel (PCV) op- release points, and for onsite capability to analyze and

crates with an inert atmosphere. During normal op. measure these samples. [II.F.1]

eration, all large valves in containment ventilation

lines are closed, Only small,2", nitrogen. makeup

"^
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| NOTES:

Q |' -- J
H/L

s L OUALITY CONTROL GROUP AND OUALITY GROUP CLASSIFICATIONI
1- --t -4 ARE PROVIDED N FOLLOWNG TABLE.

'
ITEg OUALITY DE SICN

| CLASSIFICATION CLASS!FICATION

033 i AC SYS EXCEPT FOR FOLLOWNC ITEWS O 4

SOA-AC-20-CS N PCV BOUNDARY B 3'

[ '[ ' D8C D80- g5*

F030 a. o HVAC SYS G 7'

F031 50A-AC-21-CS '

--- UPSTREAM OF VALVE SAME AS PROCESS LINE

'F55 hE DOWNSTREAM OF VALVE G | 7g

AC-27-CS 250A-AC-1-CS DRANY e*$ DOWNSTREAM OF VALVE G | 7

,_,
NSTRUMENT PIPNG SAME AS PROCESS LINE

'- TEST TAP (FROM VALVE TO CAPI C | 7 0g

2. THE EXHAUST TO THE YARD SHALL BE LOCATED AWAY FROM20A-AC- M V" ft NORMALLY OCCUPIED AREAS. THE EXHAUST SHALL HAVE A
T STRUCTURE THAT PREVENTS ENTRY OF RAM.

W' D
3. THESE VALVES SHALL BE ABLE TO BE OPENED UANUALLY BY SWITCHES

j THAT OVERRIDs THE PCV tSOLATION SIGNAL.

h 4. THis VALVE IS WANUALLY OPENED AFTER EACH
FC PCV LEAK TEST BY THE HAND WHEEL.

| [7. A 5. THis VALVE SHALL BE USED FOR L!MITING FLOW RATEA
o Plc '' '2 DURNG DEPRESSURIZATION FOLLOWING PCV INTEGRATED

[ g A/Sgg# LEAK RATE TEST. H'

i 6. THIS FLOW ELEMENT SHALL BE ANNULER-TYPE.

! AE < 7. DESCN CONDITIONS OF PIP 1MC ARE AS FOLLOWS UNLESS
g OTERWISE SPECFIED.

, g p
! A/S M A. WATERIAL -- CARBON STEEn

F708 8. SCHEDULE ---- 75A AND OVEM W 40
N SOA AND LESS CH 80

~~"
20A-AC-711-CS } U C. RADIOACTIVE ------ PCV BOUNDARY AND EXHAUST LINE: 2 10 ' OuCI/cc

n

' CONCENTRATION : g g,
D. SEISWIC CLASS ----- PCV BOUNDARY : As COPS : B

OTHER AREAS : C g
_ ~

CO 8.8 E. FLUID ---------- N2 OR AIR
N #825 8. OESIGN CONDITIONS OF TEST, DRA!N AND NSTRUWENT PIPING ARE AS FOLLOWS:

y 1j0 f ITEM WAX OPERATING WAX OPERATING WATE MPRESSURE TEMPERATUREu y

h UPSTREAW OF VALVE SAME AS PROCESS LINE~#,C-22-CS TEST
WS TAP DOWNSTREAM OF VALVE S Aj 68 'C CSf0 LINE

$3 <
N -- 200A-AC-9-CS UPSTREAM OF VALVE SAME AS PROCESS LINET\C 0 25 ) , m ...? ""

oowNSTRrAW Or vAtvE ArWOSemaK: I r
g __________ L .. - -.
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tNSTRUMENT PIPING SAME AS PROCESS LINE 1-.A *s

-
'
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